ANNEX [WITH ITS EXHIBITS ATTACHED HERETO]

1. In this Annex we will, amongst other things, explain – in further detail - the plethora of
reasons why John Hamilton-Marshall’s statement was blatantly false, and could not have
raised any doubt whatsoever.
2. Notably, for instance, John was a close friend of Stephen Ward.
3. By early 1963, Christine and 50 year-old Ward had fallen out. In her 1989 autobiography,
Christine recalls listening in on an extension line to a ‘phone call in early 1963 when Ward
described her as: “That silly girl. I’m really very angry with her…” [EXHIBIT 1] Things
went downhill rapidly; Christine wrote in her 2001 autobiography: “He [Stephen] was no
longer the witty, warm man I had known before. I knew he would be happy with me dead.”
[EXHIBIT 2]
4. As mentioned in the petition, Christine, Paula and Mrs Brooker all gave identical guilty
pleas at their December 1963 trial in respect of two counts.
5. Importantly, two other counts [EXHIBIT 3] were not proceeded with when each accused,
including Christine, gave not guilty pleas. The Prosecution accepted these not guilty pleas.
6. One of these two charges was about the alleged assault by John Hamilton-Marshall on
Christine, but on 6 December 1963, in Court, Mr John Buzzard, for the Prosecution,
admitted candidly: “There was no corroboration from an untainted witness of his [John
Hamilton-Marshall’s] evidence that one or more injuries to Keeler were caused by him and
not by Gordon.”
7. As regards the second charge, Mr Buzzard conceded blatantly in Court on 6 December
1963: “..it was unlikely a jury could convict.” [EXHIBIT 4]
8. It is also notable that the much more mature Mrs Brooker (Paula’s housekeeper) – who had
previously been placed on probation in 1952 for stealing 37 pounds – was simply bound
over for one year in respect of exactly the same matters which saw Christine sent to
prison.
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9. The following are some very salient reasons why Christine deserves a free pardon:
Reason 1: Gordon, in his 5-7 June 1963 trial, did not deny striking Christine on 18 April
1963
10. Quite clearly, if he hadn't struck her, he would have said so relentlessly in his defence,
rather than simply once making a token, throw-away comment “I did not cause these
injuries.” In any event, it would seem that Gordon used these words as just another way
to allege that Christine suffered injuries by purportedly running into a door.
11. Notably, Gordon at his trial never said things such as:
(i)

“I never struck her”, and/or

(ii)

“Fenton and Camacchio pulled me away before I could hit her”; and/or

(iii)

“Fenton and Camacchio will prove my innocence”; and/or

(iv)

“I believe it is possible her injuries occurred earlier in the night, before I arrived”;
and/or

(v)

“When I saw her that night, she already had facial injuries”; and/or

(vi)

"I never touched her that night. This is a bogus charge. The police wanted me to
give them a statement against Ward, and I refused. They said if I gave a statement
against Ward, they would make this bogus charge go away", and/or

(vii)

"I was lured to 33 Devonshire Street that night by Christine." Instead, Gordon's
barrister, cross-examining Christine, said: "..it was because of your refusal to see
him that he telephoned you [that night].." Christine denied that Gordon had 'phoned
on the evening of 17 April, stating: "He saw my car outside, that is how he knew I
was in there." [EXHIBIT 5] Later, when Gordon cross-examined Christine via
the Judge, Gordon said: "I would like to ask her, didn’t she try to close the door on
me?" Christine replied: "I did, because I was terrified of him." [EXHIBIT 6] In
other words, Christine tried to immediately stop the interaction with Gordon at
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12.30am on 18 April by attempting, unsuccessfully, to close the main/street door
on him.

Reason 2: John Hamilton-Marshall should not be believed
12. Significantly, Hamilton-Marshall’s allegation of causing tangible injury to Christine was
never accepted judicially, in any Court.
13. The evidence shows that he gave Christine a de minimis cut above one eye some time before
midnight on 17 April 1963.
14. It cannot be forgotten that both John Hamilton-Marshall, and Robin Drury, were friends of
Ward. Whatever our view about the way they worded it, Anthony Summers and Stephen
Dorril, the authors of “Honeytrap”, stated: “Ward had numerous male friends whose sex
interests were not confined to women. One was Robin Drury..Ward was very close to
another bisexual, John Hamilton-Marshall..” [EXHIBIT 7]
Reason 3: Camacchio’s self-serving allegation is uncorroborated
15. There is no corroboration for Camacchio’s illogical allegation that he and Fenton were
concealed at Christine’s request. Camacchio’s unsupported, self-serving allegation makes
no sense, given the factual matrix. Indeed, as stated in the petition, he in fact admitted in
Court that he didn’t want to say he was in the flat “because he was worried about his wife
hearing it”.
Reason 4: Christine said in her very first statement that another man had been present
during Gordon’s attack on her
16. Christine stated in her 18 April 1963 statement that an unnamed man had been present, in
addition to Gordon, and in the next sentence she stated: “I managed to get away and ran
upstairs.” [EXHIBIT 8] It is believed that Christine was referring to Fenton. The
important point is that, right from the outset, Christine gave a statement that admitted
another man had been present. It is submitted that she didn’t name Fenton because she
knew his reaction to her would have been adverse and hostile. In this regard, it is significant
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that one of his seven previous convictions was for causing grievous bodily harm by
stabbing, leading to a 12 month prison sentence.
Reason 5: Whilst we consider it to be wholly untrue, some commentators believe that
Chief Inspector Herbert and Detective Sergeant Burrows pressurised Christine to ensure
that Gordon was charged
17. If Christine was under pressure from the police, it would have been an intolerable burden,
which no-one should have to suffer, and it would in itself be a solid ground for a free
pardon. However:
(i)

there is absolutely no evidence that the police asked Christine to invent the 18
April attack by Gordon. In any event, clearly the attack wasn’t invented,
because - for instance - Gordon admitted, when cross-examining Christine via
the Judge, to slapping her on 18 April. Paula Hamilton-Marshall, Fenton and
Camacchio have also all confirmed Gordon's 18 April attack on Christine.

(ii)

There is no evidence that the police then told Gordon they would make the
“bogus charge” go away, if he gave a statement against Stephen Ward.

(iii)

If there had been no attack, Gordon would have very clearly told his legal
representatives and the Court that (a) he never touched Christine on 18 April,
and that (b) the police had told him on his arrest that they knew it was a bogus
charge, but it would go away if he gave a statement adverse to Ward.

(iv)

Moreover, would Gordon really have refused to give a statement adverse to
Ward, in the knowledge that he was otherwise likely to face another prison
sentence?

Reason 6: Gordon’s hostility to Christine was lifelong
18. Shortly before his death, Gordon declared: "If I met up with Christine Keeler in the road, I
would possibly strangle her." [EXHIBIT 9]
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Reason 7: Camacchio was extremely adverse to Christine
19. In her 2001 autobiography, Christine wrote: "The newspapers then got to Camacchio. And
he in turn got to me, demanding money. I was furious at this attempt to blackmail me again,
especially after I had risked so much to protect him and his friend Fenton who was also
after money." [EXHIBIT 10] Incidentally, this relates to the second charge in respect of
which Christine (and Paula) entered not guilty pleas. They were both charged with falsely
accusing Camacchio of demanding money with menaces from Christine. But, as stated
above, Christine has always been resolute that Camacchio demanded money from her, and
she refused those demands. Unsurprisingly, Mr Buzzard (the Crown’s prosecutor) accepted
the not guilty pleas of Christine and Paula. He admitted in Court that it was unlikely a jury
could convict.

Reason 8: Robin Drury’s entire testimony should be disregarded
20. Drury's main allegation is dealt with in the petition. His only other main testimony on 4
October 1963 – that Christine purportedly said on the tape that on 17 April she was beaten
up by a woman – is flatly contradicted by John Hamilton-Marshall's contention that it was
he who had a physical altercation with Christine on 17 April.
21. It is submitted that Drury's 4 October 1963 testimony is wholly unreliable, especially as he
was talking just two months after the death of his friend, Stephen Ward. As is evidenced,
Ward was hostile to Christine, starting from the end of January 1963.
22. It was disingenuous for freelance journalist Alastair Revie (engaged by Drury) to write to
George Wigg about the tape in an attempt to discredit Christine, especially given the fact
that Christine had actually confirmed on the tape that she had been assaulted by Gordon on
the night in question.
Reason 9: John Hamilton-Marshall's claim to have caused Christine's substantive
injuries was never subjected to proper scrutiny
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23. It is for the sake of completeness only that the above issue is addressed, albeit that it has
to be underlined that Christine's prison sentence was solely to do with her denial of the
presence of Fenton and Camacchio; it had nothing to do with John Hamilton-Marshall’s
false claim.
24. It is noteworthy that John Hamilton-Marshall was of bad character, with a string of criminal
offences between 1956 – 1961, such as starting with stealing a pedal cycle; then being sent
for Borstal training; followed by theft and obtaining money by a forged instrument; taking
and driving away a car; stealing petrol; driving without insurance, licence or tax, and
possession of Indian hemp.
25. John Hamilton-Marshall was quoted by “The Daily Mirror” on 3 October 1963 as saying
in Court: “I cannot tell you where my money came from. I would be putting my foot in it.”
Although he denied making up the story of tangibly injuring Christine to earn tabloid
money, he said evasively and defensively: “I made my money on stories on an entirely
different matter.” [EXHIBIT 11] This is all extremely relevant, as is the fact that in Court,
on 6 December 1963, Mr John Buzzard, for the Prosecution, admitted that there was no
corroboration from an untainted witness of John Hamilton-Marshall’s evidence that one or
more injuries to Christine were caused by him, and not by Gordon.
26. No-one ever investigated whether John Hamilton-Marshall was perhaps in need of money
at that time. At Ward’s trial, Christine said John Hamilton-Marshall had approached her,
seeking money, saying that he would otherwise say he had assaulted her. Christine rejected
these demands, especially as she no doubt considered a cut over one eye to be de minimis,
ie not an assault, nor a tangible injury.
27. Also, no-one investigated whether it was true that John Hamilton-Marshall had a drug
dependency problem, as believed, which may have been salient and shed light on the
matter. (Anthony Summers and Stephen Dorril, in their 1987 book "Honeytrap", stated:
"In the two years before the Profumo Affair, the drug disaster was beginning in England..It
affected those around Stephen Ward. John Hamilton-Marshall, a close associate of Ward
through his sister Paula, was an addict." [EXHIBIT 12])
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28. Crucially, by his own admission, John Hamilton-Marshall left 33 Devonshire Street even
before Camacchio arrived that evening. Accordingly, John Hamilton-Marshall was not
present at 12.30am when Gordon clashed with Christine. As a result, John HamiltonMarshall was not an eyewitness; he could never tell anyone anything about what Gordon
did to Christine that night.
29. Even more important than a possible money motivation, no-one appears to have ever asked
the obvious questions, such as:
(i) if John Hamilton-Marshall had been responsible for the significant facial injuries
inflicted on Christine, why did Gordon not see these facial injuries, for instance when
he was slapping Christine, or when she was on the floor? Gordon did not allege any
pre-existing fresh injuries as part of his defence.
(ii) "The Times" on 4 October 1963 [EXHIBIT 13] reported Camacchio's testimony that
he went to Paula's flat, before Gordon arrived (but after John Hamilton-Marshall had left),
because he had been "invited to go over to George Street [Christine was living at 40 George
Street] for a drink by Miss Keeler and Miss Marshall – also Fenton." Camacchio added:
"We went downstairs..Miss Keeler opened the door and 'Lucky' Gordon rushed in. Miss
Keeler screamed." If Christine had been badly hurt by John Hamilton-Marshall shortly
before midnight (ie sustaining facial injuries, plus bruises to the rib and buttock, plus
tenderness in the abdomen), why would she have been feeling well enough to leave the flat
at 12.30 am? It makes no sense.
30. The "Daily Express" article on 3 October 1963 [EXHIBIT 14] stated that John HamiltonMarshall was asked: "Are you an honest man?" He replied: "I try to be every
time. Sometimes, though, I am not completely. Who doesn’t lie?" Given this candour, why
should his lone voice about 17 April 1963 have been given so much credence? Why were
hard questions (some as stated above) never asked of him?
31. It is submitted that, sadly, John Hamilton-Marshall was wayward and unreliable. As
reported in "The Times" on 1 July 1963 [EXHIBIT 15], John Hamilton-Marshall – during
Stephen Ward's committal proceedings on 30 June 1963 – tried to deny certain
significant/material contents of his own statement which he had provided to the police, and
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signed himself, on 10 April 1963. It is clear from "The Times" report that John HamiltonMarshall, on 30 June, was trying to negate his own 10 April statement, and the only reason
can be because – in the Court room – he was trying to be favourable and supportive of his
friend Ward in respect of a material issue.
32. In his book “The Profumo Affair”, Iain Crawford provides a painstakingly detailed account
about what transpired in respect of John Hamilton-Marshall in Court on 30 June 1963. The
extract – which shows John Hamilton-Marshall was treated as a hostile witness – is
extremely illuminating, and is attached hereto as EXHIBIT 16. In short, John HamiltonMarshall's lone voice about 17 April/Christine must therefore, with the greatest respect, be
disregarded.
33. Moreover, he was "very close" to Ward. It cannot be over-emphasised that John HamiltonMarshall made his statement to the police (about allegedly causing significant 17 April
injuries to Christine) at some point between 6 - 10 July, which is about the same time as
Christine recollects receiving a threat that Ward was willing to "get her" vis-à-vis the
Gordon case.
34. John Hamilton-Marshall stated after Christine was convicted, "I was one of the many who
fell in love with her, and she used to tell me she loved me, too." [EXHIBIT 17]. This
factor, regrettably, would mean that John Hamilton-Marshall may have been bitter towards
Christine. In short, his testimony may have been tainted by so many factors, such as:
1. a desire for / need for money;
2. a drug dependency problem;
3. the fact he may have seen himself as spurned – and been bitter/revengeful about that;
4. his desire to fully support the 1963 hostility of his friend Ward towards Christine
(especially after Ward's death);
5. his willingness, in Court, to attempt to negate earlier statements he had made on
material issues (as shown by his conduct at Ward's committal proceedings on 30 June
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1963, when he tried to deny his earlier signed police statement on a material issue in a
bid to be supportive of Ward).
35. In addition, it is respectfully denied that Christine told Fenton, when he arrived at the flat
on 17 April, that the cut over her eye was caused by another woman. However, if she did
say this to Fenton, this would simply show that Christine was fearful of Fenton becoming
angry/violent if he learned she had had a dispute with a man who was on the premises;
Christine couldn’t tell a male who had just arrived at the flat that another male already in
the flat had, a few minutes earlier, given her a cut over one eye: if she did so, this may have
sparked a fight between the two men.
Reason 10: In December 1963, Christine could not have faced a fair jury trial
36. The mood of the nation was against Christine in December 1963. It is submitted that it
would have been impossible for her to have received a fair hearing on her truthful
allegations in respect of the 18 April 1963 assault by Gordon, occasioning actual bodily
harm, in such frenzied circumstances as existed at that time. The crux is that jury members
could not have been objective or impartial. Accordingly, there was no option for her, but
to plead guilty vis-à-vis the two respective counts.
37. Interestingly, Mandy Rice Davies stated in "Mandy" (her own 1980/1987 autobiography):
"She [Christine] left herself wide open to being treated badly because she did nothing to
protect herself." [EXHIBIT 18]
Reason 11: It is clear that the Judge at Christine’s trial made a grave legal error by not
considering whether her lie was material or non-material
38. Christine’s counsel, at her trial, argued quite correctly that the lie about Fenton and
Camacchio was immaterial, ie: that it did not touch upon the central issue of whether
Gordon had attacked her. Astonishingly, the Judge stated: “That may or may not be so. It
is of no concern to me.” [EXHIBIT 19]
39. In this way, the judiciary disregarded the central point. The most important issue was
whether the denial of Fenton and Camacchio was material or not. In fact, it was immaterial:
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Fenton and Camacchio ultimately confirmed what Paula Hamilton-Marshall had already
testified to, namely that Gordon had attacked Christine at 12:30am on 18 April 1963.
40. If the Judge had concerned himself with this key issue, it is clear that Christine would never
have been imprisoned. She is technically and morally innocent as she did not commit
perjury and did not obstruct the course of justice.
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